
Marking the end of day one for Conventa, a gala dinner was held in one of Ljubljana’s most unique
venues, the Cukrarna Art Gallery. The spectacular evening included a mesmerising video mapping
show by Virtual Europe Group and the award ceremony for the Conventa Ambassador Award and
Conventa Hall of Fame Award. 

CONVENTA AMBASSADORS AWARDED DURING GALA CEREMONY
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In the past few years, Croatia Airlines has established itself as the official airline of the Conventa
tradeshow. As the leading regional air carrier, Croatia Airlines recognised the added value the
meetings industry brings. The company proved itself as a reliable and trustworthy partner. Even
when the entire meetings industry came to a halt due to the corona crisis, Croatia Airlines offered a
helping hand to both Conventa and the industry. Due to the airline’s support, Conventa retained its
position as the leading regional tradeshow. 

Conventa Ambassador Award and Conventa Hall of Fame awarded in Cukrarna Art Gallery

An eventful first day at Conventa concluded with a networking dinner, where attendees could enjoy
a relaxed atmosphere and share experiences and knowledge. Croatia Airlines received the coveted
Conventa Hall of Fame for their continued support, while Imre Diosi was presented with the
Conventa Ambassador Award, celebrating the trade show’s most valuable ambassadors. 

Recognition for Conventa’s official airline partner 

Imre Diosi has been evaluated as one of the top buyers at Conventa numerous times. He has
brought several renowned events organised by his company to the region. The organisers of
Conventa tremendously value his loyalty and trust. His recommendations helped the trade show
further cooperation with the Hungarian meetings industry. Now, Hungary is an integral partner of
Conventa. Imre convinced the jury with his outstanding professionalism and know-how. Imre
proudly promotes Conventa and advocates regional cooperation. 

The attendees enjoyed a tasteful culinary experience from Jezeršek catering ahead of their busy
second day of meetings. To learn more about the show, visit https://conventa.si. 

The organisers have already announced the date of CONVENTA 2023: the event will take place in
winter, from 1 to 2 February 2023. Conventa Crossover will take place from 28 to 29 August 2023. 

Conventa Ambassador Award celebrating unmatched professionalism and know-how
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